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Leadership Council Meeting #8  
Thursday, September 19, 2019  

Citizens’ Committee for Children  
4:00pm - 6:00pm  

 
Attendance 

● 3 UB backbone staff (David Harrington, Kassa Belay, Danielle Augustine) 
● 22 Leadership Council members or their representatives and 7 FAB members 

 
Takeaway 

● Leadership Council (LC) members offered a variety of “in-house” professional 
development opportunities that are aligned with FAB members’ interests and aspirations 
for playing leadership roles in the community. 
 

Objectives 
● Bring LC members up to date on UB’s activities since the June 2019 meeting 
● Explore professional development exchange opportunities for LC members and FAB 

members 
 
Welcome from Keith Little, Executive Director, SCO Family of Services 

● The significance of UB accomplishments to date reminds members that LC meetings are 
directly connected to UB commitments to empower families and communities. This 
meeting provides an opportunity to focus on the needs and asks of the FAB and how the 
LC and their organizations can best support their aspirations and development.  

○ How can organizations best use their resources to move toward supporting the 
FAB? How can they best share training opportunities with the FAB? 

● Challenge: Identify opportunities you can bring to the table to help move this part of UB’s 
work forward 

 
UB Workstreams  

● UB’s work began with asking the FAB their aspirations for change  
● As “Brick and Mortar” Discover Together: Brownsville projects launch, UB has pivoted 

toward “process oriented” work designed to enhance and improve existing service 
pathways such as access for Early Intervention 

 

 



 
Books for Brownsville Preview/ Interactive Activity 

● How would you describe the approach to literacy based on Books for Brownsville Family 
Literacy tip Sheet? 

● Tip sheet is relatable and interactive; depicts everyday life with parents; 
capitalizes on every day activities and environments around them  

● Clearly written from the ground up, the community; leverages what works  
● Gathers real, everyday Brownsville caregivers to share their expertise 
● Learning and literacy take place in multiple settings and in many ways  

● What do you think the process was for developing this tip sheet? 
● Inclusive of families; led by families in Brownsville  
● Gathering caregivers who are experts through their own lived experience to 

share their experiences  
● Talk to people who know what works - Brownsville families and caregivers 
● Reminds attendees of being a young parent and looking to more seasoned 

parents with advice 
● How would you use this tip sheet in your practice?  

● Distribute in an early childhood center  
● Great conversation starter; sharing the tip sheet one on one or in any group 

setting 
● Is it critical to get tips from each community itself? Organizations operating in 

multiple communities can learn to draw out tips from each community which is 
part of the process as much as the tips themselves  

● Don’t let quantitative data exclusively decide how to develop tips. Let the 
community frame the tips — start with local family experiences 

 
Additional Discussion: 
 

● Attribute deficits to systems and not to individuals.  
● It is an act of anti-racism to value caregivers and the Brownsville community as the 

experts. 
● Share ways to leverage the environment . 
● When you learn from your neighbors, there is a higher level of credibility. 

 
Discover Together Brownsville: Progress 

● Learning Landscape: Pre-evaluations will take place 9/9-9/20. We expect to launch in 
November 2019 with prospect for an appearance from a Brooklyn Nets player at launch. 
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● Family Co-Op: The Co-Op officially launched on 9/14/19 at the Morris Koppelman 
Center and Greg Jackson Center. 20 families will participate across both sites.  

● Books for Brownsville: 13 cohort members were trained and will deploy items provided 
by the UB team.  

 
Process Improvements: Early Intervention 

● Narrowing the gap on early intervention is achievable  
● We developed a driver diagram between the FAB and PAT 
● “We need to fix the conversation around EI. There are several misconceptions around EI 

and information needs to be shared so families are familiar with the process” -FAB 
Member 

 

 
 
Next Steps: Continue developing five projects (below) UB can pilot through the FAB and PAT 
that will lead to the equity in Early Intervention access and utilization we’re seeking: 
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Professional Development 

● Invite FAB members to be leaders, build skills, network to expand their own leadership 
capacity 

● “Through the FAB, I was able to gain confidence. I was able to further develop my public 
speaking skills and add my FAB involvement to my resume. Because of this, I am now 
the Project Coordinator for the Fresh Air Fund. LC can change families’ lives by giving 
training and providing data to Brownsville families.” - FAB member 

○ “We want to understand the data because our approach has been 
resident-driven. It would be more beneficial if I can look at the data and 
understand what is going on. Brownsville is fixing Brownsville.” 

● “I haven’t worked since 2012. Being a part of the FAB, I feel a part of a family. I work 
with the Family Co-Op and I can connect more with the community/families. I get to do 
what I love to do which is be around families and children.” - FAB member 

● “There is a lot of information when gaining skills in workforce development. Training 
helped me learn more ways to impact my community. Just like we invite you to learn 
alongside us through Anti-Racism training, we ask that you would invite us to learn 
alongside you through the trainings you have available.” - FAB member 

● “I always wanted to giveback and UB helps a lot of children. I would like to start my own 
nonprofit. I want to stay with UB and expand this program to other neighborhoods. 
These trainings would definitely help us. Reviewing data has shown us how underserved 
we are. Hopefully, in the future with the help of LC we can launch more programs.” - FAB 
member 

 
Professional development commitments from LC members 

● Data training in educational, health, and other database tools 
● Advocacy training/partnership 
● Courses through my organizations’ center for professional development or HR 
● Excel courses 
● Leadership courses 
● Invite FAB members to attend and perhaps lead Parents Connect groups in Brownsville 
● TBD upon follow up with UB staff 
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